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Teodoro Cabrilla
Interior design: The One Atelier
Epic Marbella
Italian Marble in Luxury Homes in Andalusia
Marbella, Spain
The Golden Mile in the famed southern

sustainable, practical design with elegant

communal areas house an extensive array

Spanish resort of Marbella is an oasis of

finishings. The whole development is a

of services, including a concierge, gym,

exclusive well-being and the perfect setting

stone’s throw from the Puerto Banús marina,

spa with hammam and sauna, swimming

for Epic Marbella, the prototype villa of a

with the floor areas for the villas ranging

pool and spaces for smart working and for

new project comprising 56 luxury residences

from 450 to 920 sq. m, coupled with large

children.

developed by Sierra Blanca Estates. Teodoro

terraces and gardens. Some also have

Margraf marble is a defining feature, used

Cabrilla is the architect behind the design,

a private pool. Full-height windows flood

in three types, in light and neutral hues. The

with The One Atelier taking charge of

the apartments and lofts with natural light

cladding for the interiors and staircases uses

the interior design and Fendi Casa of the

and enviable views of the Mediterranean

the veining of the polished New Calacatta

furnishings. This model home combines a

Sea or the Sierra Nevada mountains. The

slabs (280 sq. m) in combination with the
warmth of oak parquet to create a highly
characteristic, unique effect. Travertino
Romano Classico (370 sq. m) is particularly
resistant to slipping and abrasion, so it was
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chosen to embellish the bathrooms and
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kitchens in beige and hazelnut shades.
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Finally, for the outdoor areas and expansive
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terraces, Lipica Fiorito was chosen
(400 sq. m), in a flamed non-slip finish,

112

which guarantees excellent adherence
even in high humidity.

